Copyright of ISA Standards

ISA develops and promulgates numerous consensus industry standards as a service to the instrumentation, measurement, control, and automation community, including ISA members in these industries. ISA is an accredited standards developing organization by the American National Standards Institute (ANSI). As such, ISA standards may be submitted to ANSI for recognition as American National Standards and, through ANSI after recognition, to international standards bodies, such as the International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC), for international recognition. ISA provides committee support and the means to publish the finished standards.

As with any publication, it is essential that copyright ownership be clearly defined. Because standards, by their nature, may impact the financial performance of a company or industry, or have regulatory implications, it is necessary for an impartial party to control and maintain the standard and to assure its integrity and validity by ownership of the copyright. These practices are common in standards development and publishing. The purpose of copyright control is threefold: (1) to assure complete and proper use of the standard; (2) to define accountability and responsibility for maintenance of the current approved standard; (3) to enable the copyrighting organization to recover at least some of the costs for developing and maintenance of the standard.

Accordingly, ISA asserts ownership of all rights of copyright to its standards, including drafts, technical reports, recommended practices, and the completed, adopted standard for the convenience and benefit of all concerned. By participation on ISA Standards Committees, both voting and non-voting Committee members grant to ISA, non-exclusively, all rights of copyright to their contributions as they appear in the standard, including drafts, technical reports, recommended practices, and the completed, adopted standard, in all forms and on all media. These rights include the right to reproduce, distribute, display, and otherwise use the contributions in reproduction of the standard in all forms and on all media, including electronic publication, and the right to license these copyright rights to the standard to others. Committee members will retain the rights of copyright to their individual contributions but will have no rights of copyright in the standard as a whole.

ISA will not knowingly include content in its standards when the copyright to that content belongs to others without a license in a form satisfactory to ISA to include the content.

As a copyrighted work, an ISA standard may not be reproduced or distributed, in whole or in part, by anyone other than ISA without a license. Reproduction and distribution of the standard should not be confused with use of the standard or the production of products or services that comply with the standard. Copyright applies only to the verbatim reproduction and distribution of the text, diagrams, charts, and other parts of the actual published standard. Unless a product or service itself reproduces all or part of the standard, no license is required to produce products or
services that comply with the standard. Ordinarily, any license to reproduce or distribute any part of the standard must be expressly granted by ISA.

ISA encourages reference use of its standards. As with any other published work, the printed version of ISA standards may be used by individuals for reference. Reproduction of excerpts of the standard for academic, research, education, or similar uses that qualify as “fair use” under the United States Copyright Act is permitted without an express license by ISA. The electronic version of ISA standards may be used in a similar manner. All such use should cite the ISA standard and ISA as publisher. (“Fair Use” is determined by an examination of the purpose and character of the use, the amount of the original used, the nature of the use, and the potential impact on the market for the original work.) (Note: The electronic version permits the user to print all or part of the standard onto paper, but only to the extent reasonably necessary to use it for reference. Distribution of printed copies from the electronic version is not permitted.)

Individuals, including committee members, may reproduce and distribute all or part of draft standards for the limited purpose of review and comment without an express license from ISA.

ISA recognizes that users may be required by the nature of certain standards to reproduce and distribute verbatim portions of the standard for certain limited purposes. When applicable, the Standards Committee will identify the designated sections in the published standard that may be reproduced and distributed under a royalty-free, limited license without the need for an express license from ISA. Except as permitted as “fair use” under the United States Copyright Act, no other parts or sections of the Standard may be copied, displayed, or distributed without permission of ISA. The limited purposes to which such licenses will apply are:

- a license to producers of products or services that comply with the standard to the extent reasonably necessary to make, use, and distribute the product or service (including product documentation);

- a license to end users of compliant products or services allowing the end users to maintain the product or service in compliance with the standard; and

- for education about the standard itself.

When published, the designated section will be identified by ISA and the license granted is as follows:

ISA hereby grants a non-exclusive, royalty-free, limited license under ISA’s copyright in the standard to copy, display and distribute this section of this ISA standard (including software included in or defined by such section), as follows:

(A) producers of products or services intended to comply with the standard may incorporate this designated section, but only to the extent reasonably necessary to make, use, and distribute any product or service (including product documentation) that is compliant with this standard;
end users of a product or service made by a producer acting under the preceding license may reproduce and use the designated section, but only to the extent reasonably necessary to enjoy the intended functions of the product or service and to maintain, configure, or reconfigure systems to be compliant; and

persons providing education on, or promotion of the standard may copy, display, and distribute the designated section, but only to the extent reasonably necessary to provide information related to the standard.

Except as expressly permitted, all other reproduction and distribution without permission of ISA is prohibited. All copies of this section of the standard made or distributed under this license must cite the standard and include the following notice of copyright:

© Copyright ISA [year of copyright] All rights reserved. Used with permission of ISA.

ISA will license its Standards for both private and commercial use beyond normal reference use. The license terms will be reasonable and consistent among those with similar uses. The license terms may include a reasonable royalty on use of ISA standards to enable ISA to recoup at least some of the cost of support of ISA’s standards development. The license terms, including the royalty charged, will be based upon ISA’s costs to support the standard, the estimate of impact on sales of the standard by the proposed use, and the nature of the proposed use. Generally, higher royalties will be charged for commercial uses where the product or service value is significantly enhanced by the inclusion of the standard. Such practices are common in all standards development organizations.

For private, intra-company or organization use, such as a license to reprint within a company or post on a company internal computer server, the royalty will be a fixed amount for a fixed period. The royalty is based on the number of users that have access to the standards.

ISA considers a commercial use of the standard to constitute any reproduction and distribution to others of an ISA standard, or a derivation from an ISA standard, in any form, even if no charge is made for the copy. Commercial use includes, but is not limited to, publication and distribution of computer software that reproduces the ISA standard, including reproduction of information in forms required by the ISA standard.

For commercial use, the royalty may be a fixed amount, a percentage of revenue, or a combination. The royalty will be based on the expected diminution in sales of the standards in publication form as a result of the exploitation in the commercial use and on the portion of the commercial use that is derived from the ISA standard compared to the work as a whole.

To request permission, requests should be sent to ISA via fax or letter. Electronic mail requests may be sufficient if the request is for a small amount of material, or if expedited permission is needed. Within two weeks of receiving the request, ISA will contact the requestor, via fax, letter, or electronic mail, to grant permission or clarify the request, if necessary. If a permission fee is required, ISA will notify the requestor at that time. Address permission queries to:
Rights and Permissions
ISA
PO Box 12277
Research Triangle Park, North Carolina 27709
Fax: (919) 549-8288
Email: standards@isa.org

For all forms of republication, including software and product documentation, please supply the following information:

- Requestor’s name and/or name of the author requesting the material, and contact information.
- Name of the company or publisher wishing to republish or repost ISA copyrighted material.
- Specific project or publication title in which the material will be used.
- Specific items that will be used, including table, figure, and page numbers; title of ISA copyrighted material.
- Manner and method of reproduction (i.e., in print form in product documentation or in electronic form)
- Estimated number of copies to be published, if in print format; nature and format of electronic publication or product documentation, if applicable; time period during which electronic material will be posted, if applicable.

Any questions about this policy or its application to a particular standard, including requests to consider exceptions to the policy, should be addressed to Associate Executive Director, Technical Services.